Lenovo YOGA 3 Pro
The Lenovo YOGA 3 Pro is a premium multimode PC with a new watchband hinge design for a strikingly thinner and lighter convertible
computing experience. The eye-catching six hinge design upgrades from previous two focus-point models, so users can enjoy an even
thinner and lighter machine. YOGA 3 Pro also features Harmony, new adaptive software that provides users a new way to discover apps
in each mode (Laptop, Stand, Tent and Tablet) and allows users to customize settings for their favorite apps.









Incredibly thin and light: 17 percent thinner than its predecessor, weighing less than a bottle of water
Features a new unique watchband hinge hand-assembled from more than 800 individual pieces for a truly adaptive PC experience
New Harmony adaptive software which intuitively optimizes settings and makes app recommendations through user pattern
recognition of the device
Performance packed with Intel® Core™ M-70 processor, Intel’s latest processor made for ultra-thin and light devices
Strikingly bright QHD+ screen within a sleek 12.8mm thin frame
Three eye-catching color options: Clementine Orange, Platinum Silver and Champagne Gold
Pre-loaded with software and apps for both productivity and entertainment, including Zinio™, Amazon® Kindle, Lenovo® SHAREit and
Lenovo Reach

Note: specification will vary by region.

Processor
Operating System

Intel® Core™ M-70 processor
Windows 8.1

Display/Resolution
Color
Memory
Storage
Sound
Integrated Comms

13.3" QHD+ (3200 x 1800) touchscreen; Intel integrated graphics
Clementine Orange, Platinum Silver and Champagne Gold
Up to 8GB LPDDR3L
Up to 512GB SSD
Integrated JBL® stereo speakers with Waves Audio certification
2 x USB 3.0, 1 x DC-in with USB 2.0 function,4-in-1 card reader (SD, MMC, SDXC, SDHC), Micro-HDMI out, Audio
Combo Jack

Connectivity
Camera
Battery
Weight
Dimensions

Bluetooth® 4.01, 802.11 A/C WiFi
720p webcam
Up to 9 hours¹
1.19 kg (2.62 lbs)
13in x 9in x 0.5in (330 mm x 228 mm x 12.8 mm)

¹Battery life (and recharge times) will vary based on many factors including system settings and usage. A description of the environment under
which the test was performed is available upon request.

